Custom Printed Shades
With WebbLok™ and WebbGlide™ Technology
obsessed with protecting buildings™

How they look. How they function.
And how they protect the health and safety
of the people who use them every day.

That’s why we make hundreds of architectural
products all under one roof and work tirelessly to
make sure you and your buildings succeed.

Yeah, we are obsessed. But we wouldn’t
have it any other way.

inpro.com
800.222.5556
World Headquarters
S80 W18766 Apollo Drive
Muskego, WI 53150 USA

IPC® Door + Wall Protection
Ascend® Elevator Interiors
Juniper® Commercial Window Treatments
Clickeze® Privacy Systems
Endurant® Washroom Systems
SignScape® Architectural Signage
JointMaster® Expansion Joint Systems
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